CONSOLIDATED CHASSIS MANAGEMENT BULELTIN 2017

CCM’S NEW TOLL PROCESS
The current toll process involves pool members being invoiced by tolling authorities and rebilling to CCM, who in
turn invoices chassis users and motor carriers for the toll charges. CCM’s new toll procedure streamlines the toll
process by utilizing a service (provided by American Traffic Solutions) who handles toll charges on chassis
contributed into CCM pools. Anytime a toll is not paid, via transponder or license plate, the toll will be immediately
handled by ATS on behalf of CCM. CCM will then identify and invoice the appropriate motor carrier.

Who pays for the toll?
ATS will pay for the toll on behalf of CCM who will then identify and invoice the
appropriate motor carrier.
How frequently will I receive toll charges?
ATS will provide CCM with a file of tolls incurred on a monthly basis. CCM will in turn
review each toll charge to ascertain who the using motor carrier was and bill accordingly.
If I already have an I-Pass or EZPass account, how can I avoid paying the administrative
charge?
If the draymen pays it and finds he has paid through license plate or transponder, he can
file a dispute and notify CCM at rebill@ccmpool.com
How does the process work?
CCM will be assessed tolls for all pool chassis and will in turn send an invoice to the motor
carrier.

How can I dispute a toll charge?
You can file a dispute by notifying CCM at rebill@ccmpool.com
Does it prevent a violation/penalty from being issued?
Yes, it does.
If the toll is read from the transponder or tractor license plate, this process will not apply.
But if the transponder and/or tractor license plate is inaccessible or unreadable, the
chassis license plate will be read. And this process will take over.

A $5 Administration fee will be added to each toll charge.

Unpaid toll
violations are
typically made up of
the following
components:

+ Cost of toll itself
+ Charge for the
Violation
+ Charge for late
payment
+ Admin
Costs
= Total cost for Toll
Violation
CCM’s new
procedure
eliminates
unnecessary costs
+ Cost of toll itself
+ Admin
fee

= Total cost for Toll

